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motivating example throughout the paper), the application
may specify property Φelder : the elder should not go to bed
until he takes the medicine. Thus, an alarm can be sent when
Φelder is violated.
The contextual properties are often expressed in formal
speciﬁcation languages, e.g., ﬁrst-order logic [3], [6]. Formal
speciﬁcation of contextual properties enables ﬂexible and
unambiguous description of the applications’ concerns about
the PvC environment [7]. Moreover, formal speciﬁcation
enables automatic checking of speciﬁed properties, thus
facilitating context-awareness.
Among various contextual properties the application may
specify, temporal properties, which delineate temporal evolution of the PvC environment, are of great importance.
This is mainly due to dynamism of the pervasive computing
environment. In order to cope with this dynamism, the
context-aware application needs to keep a stretch of environment state evolution in sight, and use temporal properties
to delineate its concerns on the evolution. In the example
above, the application is not concerned of speciﬁc status of
the elder (e.g., “go to bed” or “take medicine”). Rather, it is
concerned with the temporal evolution of the elder’s status
that he should not go to bed until he takes the medicine.
Though temporal logics, such as LTL [8] and CTL [9],
are widely used in speciﬁcation and detection of temporal
properties, they are faced with severe challenges in PvC
scenarios.
The ﬁrst challenge is that, classical temporal logics are deﬁned over inﬁnite traces of possible system state evolution.
However, in PvC scenarios, the application usually observes
ﬁnite preﬁx of the (potentially inﬁnite) trace of environment
state evolution, then intelligently adapts its behavior based
on observed environment state evolution. Thus we need
formal speciﬁcation schemes which are deﬁned over ﬁnite
preﬁxes of environment state evolution.
More importantly, a ﬁnite preﬁx of environment state
evolution may not be sufﬁcient to either satisfy or falsify a
given contextual property [10]. For example, in the elderly
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Computing is moving toward pervasive environments
where devices and software entities are expected to seamlessly integrate and cooperate to ease users’ daily behavior
[1], [2]. In pervasive computing (PvC), environmental information is categorized as contexts [3], and applications rely
on contexts to adapt their behavior for the users [4], [5].
Runtime detection of contextual properties is one of the
primary approaches to achieving context-awareness [3], [6].
For example in an elderly care scenario (which is used as the
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care scenario above, envision that the elder does not go to
bed, and does not take medicine either. In this case, only
with more observations can the application decide whether
speciﬁed property Φelder is satisﬁed or violated. According
to discussions above, the formal speciﬁcation of contextual
properties needs to provide intuitive and convenient support
for the case of being inconclusive.
The second challenge results from the intrinsic asynchrony of PvC environments. Though a few schemes have
been proposed to detect contextual properties despite of
asynchrony [11], [12], [13], we still need to further discuss
how to formally specify temporal properties over the model
of asynchronous environment state evolution. Due to the
intrinsic uncertainty in asynchronous environments, the application may obtain multiple possible traces of environment
state evolution, but does not know which one is the actual
trace [14]. Thus, the formal speciﬁcation of contextual
properties should support the notion of branching time [15],
to capture the intrinsic uncertainty in asynchronous PvC
environments.
Discussions above necessitate a formal speciﬁcation
scheme as well as the runtime detection algorithm for
temporal properties of asynchronous context. Toward this
objective, we propose CTL3 , which i) adopts 3-valued
semantics to capture the inconclusiveness when applications
only observe ﬁnite preﬁxes of environment state evolution;
ii) inherits the notion of branching time in CTL to capture
the uncertainty resulting from the asynchrony.
A case study of the elderly care scenario is conducted
to demonstrate how CTL3 supports context-awareness in
PvC scenarios. The online checking algorithm for CTL3 is
implemented and evaluated over MIPA - the open-source
context-aware middleware we developed [11], [13], [16].
The case study demonstrates the necessity of adopting 3valued semantics in PvC scenarios, while the performance
measurements show the cost-effectiveness of runtime checking of contextual properties speciﬁed in CTL3 .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we discuss the preliminaries. Section III and IV discuss
the formal speciﬁcation and runtime detection of CTL3
properties respectively. Section V and VI present the case
study and performance measurements respectively. Section
VII discusses the related work. In Section VIII, we conclude
the paper with a brief summary and discuss the future work.

The middleware accepts properties from the application,
persistently collects context data from multiple sources,
and detects at runtime whether the speciﬁed properties
hold. Speciﬁcally, a collection of non-checker processes
P (1) , P (2) , · · · , P (n) are deployed to monitor speciﬁc regions or aspects of the environment. Typical examples of
non-checker processes are software processes manipulating
networked sensors. One checker process Pche is in charge
of the runtime detection of contextual properties. Pche is
usually a third-party service deployed on the middleware.
1) The Lattice of Environment State Evolution: Execution of process P (k) produces its trace, which consists of local states connected by contextual events:
(k) (k) (k) (k) (k) (k)
“s0 , e0 , s1 , e1 , s2 , e2 , . . .”. The contextual events
may be local (e.g., update of the context data), or global
(e.g., sending/receiving messages).
To cope with the asynchrony, we re-interpret the notion
of time based on the classical Lamport’s deﬁnition of the
happen-before (denoted by ‘→’) relation resulting from
message passing [17], and its “on-the-ﬂy” coding given by
logical vector clocks [18]. Speciﬁcally, for two contextual
events, e1 → e2 iff i) e1 and e2 are on the same non-checker
process, and e1 comes before e2 ; or ii) e1 is the sending of a
message by one non-checker process and e2 is the recipient
of the same message by another non-checker process; or iii)
there exists some e3 such that e1 → e3 → e2 . For two states,
s1 → s2 iff the ending of s1 happen-before the beginning
of s2 (note that the beginning and ending of a state are both
contextual events).
A global state G = (s(1) , s(2) , . . . , s(n) ) is deﬁned as a
vector of local states from each P (k) . C is a Consistent Global State (CGS) if the constituent local states are pairwise
concurrent, i.e.,
C = (s(1) , s(2) , . . . , s(n) ), ∀i, j : i = j :: ¬(s(i) → s(j) )
Intuitively, the CGS denotes a snapshot or meaningful observation of the asynchronous environment [19].
The precede relation (denoted by ‘≺’) between two
CGSs C ≺ C  is deﬁned as: C  can be obtained via advancing
C by exactly one local state on some non-checker process.
The lead-to relation (denoted by ‘’) is the transitive
closure of ‘≺’. The key notion in the modeling is that all
CGSs with ‘’ form a lattice [14], as depicted in Fig. 1.
In order to model temporal evolution of the environment,
we need to keep in sight a stretch of meaningful observations
of the environment. Thus, we deﬁne the CGS sequence
S(Ci , Cj ) as:

II. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, we ﬁrst discuss how we model temporal
evolution of the asynchronous PvC environment, which is
the basis for further speciﬁcation and detection of contextual properties. Then we describe syntax and semantics of
classical CTL, based on which we further propose our CTL3 .

S(Ci , Cj ) = Ci , Ci+1 , . . . , Cj (0 ≤ i ≤ j),
∀k : i ≤ k ≤ j − 1 :: Ck ≺ Ck+1

A. Modeling Asynchronous Environment State Evolution
The detection of contextual properties assumes the availability of an underlying context-aware middleware [3], [11].

We specify predicates over CGSs to delineate static properties concerning speciﬁc snapshot of the environment. The
predicates over CGSs can be viewed as the labeling of CGSs
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We use π[i] = si to denote the (i + 1)th state of
π = (s0 , s1 , . . .). In particular, the ﬁnite sequence of states
(s0 , s1 , . . . , sn ) is called ﬁnite path and denoted by π̂. The
length of π̂ = (s0 , s1 , . . . , sn ) is |π̂| = n. The set of ﬁnite
paths of which each element starts with s0 = s is denoted
by P athsf in (s).
Note that as model of computation of reactive system, the
transition system is often assumed to have no terminal states
[21]. So all the paths induced from it are inﬁnite. The major
difference between CGS sequence in the lattice and path of
transition system is that the former is ﬁnite while the latter
is inﬁnite. We argue that the difference is of importance and
serves as one of the primary motivations of this work (as
detailed in Section III).

P(1)

s(1)1 s(1)2 s(1)3 s(1)4
Figure 1.

The lattice of CGSs

B. Computation Tree Logic
The syntax of CTL is deﬁned in Deﬁnition II.3:
with letters from a ﬁnite alphabet (i.e., all pre-deﬁned CGS
predicates). Fig. 1 is an example where each CGS is labeled
with the predicates (‘a’,‘b’ or ‘c’) it satisﬁes.
Please refer to our previous work for more discussions on
modeling of asynchronous environment state evolution [11],
[12], [13], as well as the implementation [16].
2) Treating the Lattice as a Transition System: Essentially, the lattice of CGSs can be regarded as an abstract
model of environment state evolution [20]. It is known
that transition system [21] often serves as a typical model
for computations. Thus, we treat the lattice as a transition
system, which is deﬁned in Deﬁnition II.1.

Deﬁnition II.3 Syntax of CTL
CTL state formulae over the set AP of atomic proposition
are formed according to the following grammar:
Φ ::=

where a ∈ AP and ϕ is a path formula.
CTL path formulae are formed according to the following
grammar:
ϕ ::= Φ | Φ1 ∪ Φ2
where Φ, Φ1 , and Φ2 are state formulae.
CTL formulae are interpreted over the states and inﬁnite
paths of a transition system (Deﬁnition II.1). Speciﬁcally,

Deﬁnition II.1 Transition system
A transition system M = (S, T, I, AP, L) 1 is deﬁned as:
•
•
•
•
•

S is a set of states.
T ⊆ S × S is a transition relation.
I ⊆ S is a set of initial states.
AP is a set of atomic propositions.
L : S → 2AP is a labeling of each state with the set of
atomic propositions which hold at the state.

Deﬁnition II.4 Satisfaction relation for CTL
Let a ∈ AP be an atomic proposition, Φ and Ψ be CTL
state formulae, and ϕ be a CTL path formula. The satisfaction
relation |= for state formulae and state s is deﬁned as follows:
s |= a ⇐⇒ a ∈ L(s)
s |= ¬Φ
s |= Φ ∧ Ψ
s |= ∃ϕ
s |= ∀ϕ

Note that all the ﬁve components of the transition system
have obvious correspondences with the notations used in the
lattice. We further deﬁne path of the transition system as:
Deﬁnition II.2 Path of Transition System
A path π of transition system M is an inﬁnite sequence of
states π = (s0 , s1 , . . .) such that

⇐⇒
⇐⇒
⇐⇒
⇐⇒

not (s |= Φ)
s |= Φ ∧ s |= Ψ
∃π ∈ P aths(s).π |= ϕ
∀π ∈ P aths(s).π |= ϕ

The satisfaction relation |= for path formulae and path π is
deﬁned as follows:
π |= Φ ⇐⇒ π[1] |= Φ

π |= Φ ∪ Ψ ⇐⇒ ∃j ≥ 0. π[j] |= Ψ

∀i ≥ 0, (si , si+1 ) ∈ T.
The set of inﬁnite paths which start with s0 = s is denoted by
P aths(s).
1 Note

| a | Φ1 ∧ Φ2 | ¬Φ | ∃ϕ | ∀ϕ

∧ ∀0 ≤ k < j.(π[k] |= Φ)



In the following Section III, we propose the 3-valued
semantics of CTL3 based on the boolean semantics of CTL.

that “action” is not of concern here and left undeﬁned.
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III. F ORMAL S PECIFICATION OF T EMPORAL P ROPERTIES
FOR A SYNCHRONOUS C ONTEXT

Deﬁnition III.1 3-valued semantics of ‘¬’ and ‘∧’
¬( ) = ⊥,
∧ ⊥ = ⊥,

We propose CTL3 for the speciﬁcation of temporal properties for asynchronous context. CTL3 inherits the notion of
branching time from CTL. CTL3 has the same syntax with
CTL (see Deﬁnition II.3), but adopts 3-valued semantics to
cope with the case of being inconclusive. We ﬁrst discuss the
motivation of adopting 3-valued semantics, and then present
the formal deﬁnition.

¬(⊥) = ,
∧? =?,

¬(?) =?
⊥∧? = ⊥

Truth values of a state formula Φ with respect to a state
s and a path formula ϕ with respect to a ﬁnite path π̂ are
denoted by [s |= Φ] and [π̂ |= ϕ] respectively. The semantics
of CTL3 is given in Deﬁnition III.2. Intuitively, compared
to CTL, the 3-valued semantics of CTL3 explicitly states
which is true and which is false.

A. Why 3-valued Semantics: a Motivating Example
The primary motivation of adopting 3-valued semantics
arises from the observation that, in PvC scenarios, the application usually ﬁrst monitors how the environment evolves,
and then takes context-aware adaptation accordingly. When
the application only observes ﬁnite preﬁx of the potentially
inﬁnite environment state evolution, its (limited) observation
may not be sufﬁcient to either satisfy or falsify the speciﬁed
contextual property [10].
Also take the elderly care scenario as an example. Suppose that the set AP of atomic propositions is
{sleep, medicine}. The temporal property of concern is that
“the elder should not go to sleep until he takes the medicine”,
which can be speciﬁed in CTL as:


Φelder = ∀ ¬sleep ∪ medicine

Deﬁnition III.2 Satisfaction relation for CTL3
The 3-valued satisfaction relation |= for state formula and
state s is as follows:

a ∈ L(s)
[s |= a] =
⊥ o.w.
[s |= ¬Φ] = ¬([s |= Φ]).
[s |= Φ ∧ Ψ] = ([s |= Φ]) ∧ ([s |= Ψ]).


[s |= ∃ϕ] =
[π̂ |= ϕ] | π̂ ∈ Pathsf in (s)
π̂

[s |= ∀ϕ] =



[π̂ |= ϕ] | π̂ ∈ Pathsf in (s)



π̂

The 3-valued satisfaction relation |= for path formula and
ﬁnite path π̂ is deﬁned by

[π̂[1] |= Φ] |π̂| ≥ 1
[π̂ |= Φ] =
?
o.w.
⎧

⎪
⎪
∃0 ≤ j ≤ |π̂|. [π̂[j] |= Ψ] =
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
∧(∀0 ≤ k ≤ j.[π̂[k] |= Φ] = )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ ⊥ ∀0 ≤ j ≤ |π̂|.[π̂[j] |= Ψ] =
[π̂ |= Φ ∪ Ψ] =

⎪
⎪
→ ∃0 ≤ k ≤ j.[π̂[k] |= Φ] |= ⊥
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
? o.w.(i.e., ∀0 ≤ j ≤ |π̂|.
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
[π̂[j] |= Φ ∧ ¬Ψ] = )

Intuitively, we evaluate Φelder to be “true” if the elder
takes medicine before he goes to bed. Meanwhile, we
evaluate Φelder to be “false” if the elder has gone to bed,
but has never taken the medicine.
Consider the situation in which the elder keeps awake
without having taken medicine yet. Formally, every CGS in
the lattice of CGSs satisﬁes “¬sleep ∧ ¬medicine”.
It is obvious to ﬁnd in the example above that, current observation can neither satisfy nor falsify the property Φelder .
That is to say, the traditional boolean semantics of CTL
does not provide intuitive and convenient support for this
case of “being inconclusive”. However, this case of being
inconclusive may often appear in PvC scenarios, since the
application needs to decide whether to adapt based on ﬁnite
and incomplete observations.
Discussions above motivate us to adopt 3-valued semantics for context-aware applications. In CTL3 , we just provide
a third value “inconclusive” (denoted by ‘?’) for the case of
being inconclusive. Based on the 3-valued semantics, we can
evaluate Φelder to be “inconclusive” for the example above.



[π̂ |= ♦Φ] =

[π̂ |= Φ] =

?

∃0 ≤ j ≤ |π̂|.([π̂[j] |= Φ] =
o.w.

)

⊥
?

∃0 ≤ j ≤ |π̂|.([π̂[j] |= Φ] = ⊥)
o.w.

In the following Section IV, we discuss how to check
CTL3 formulae at runtime.

B. Formal Deﬁnition of the 3-valued Semantics in CTL3
The 3-valued semantics of CTL3 is related to the ﬁnite
paths. We use the symbols ‘ ’,‘⊥’, and ‘?’ to denote “true”,
“false”, and “inconclusive” respectively.
We interpret the connectives ‘¬’ and ‘∧’ using Kleene’s
3-valued propositional logic [22]. Speciﬁcally, the 3-valued
semantics of the two connectives are deﬁned as follows:

IV. RUNTIME D ETECTION OF T EMPORAL P ROPERTIES
FOR A SYNCHRONOUS C ONTEXT
In this section, we propose an online CTL3 checking
algorithm. We discuss the design rationale, then present the
detailed design and an illustrating example.
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Note that the characterization of Sat⊥ ∃(Φ ∪ Ψ) is
mainly based on the following logical inference:


¬∃(Φ ∪ Ψ) ≡ ∀ (Φ ∧ ¬Ψ)W(¬Φ ∧ ¬Ψ)
≡ (¬Φ ∧ ¬Ψ)


∨ (Φ ∧ ¬Ψ) ∧ ∀ ∀(Φ ∧ ¬Ψ)W(¬Φ ∧ ¬Ψ)

A. Checking CTL3 Formulae: Design Rationale
∪’ as an example to show the
Here we take modality ‘∃∪
design rationale. Checking of other modalities (e.g., ‘∃ ’
∪’) is principally the same and is omitted due to the
and ‘∀∪
limit of space.
The standard CTL checking algorithm relies on the expansion laws for CTL [21], as deﬁned in Deﬁnition IV.1.

where W (called weak until) is deﬁned by:
ϕWψ ≡ (ϕ ∪ ψ) ∨ ϕ

∪’ in CTL
Deﬁnition IV.1 Expansion Law for ‘∃∪
∪’ is
The expansion law for ‘∃∪


∃(Φ ∪ Ψ) ≡ Ψ ∨ Φ ∧ ∃ ∃(Φ ∪ Ψ)

B. Checking CTL3 Formulae: Detailed Design
This section is concerned with CTL3 checking algorithm
over lattice L. A decision algorithm is proposed to check
whether [L |= Φ] =
or [L |= Φ] = ⊥ for given lattice
L and CTL3 state formula Φ according to the following
deﬁnition:

Intuitively, the expansion law for ∃(Φ ∪ Ψ) reﬂects its
∪ Ψ) holds in state
recursive nature behind. Speciﬁcally, ∃(Φ∪
s if Ψ holds in the current state or Φ holds in the current
state and ∃(Φ ∪ Ψ) holds for some direct successor state.
The CTL3 checking algorithm checks, for any state s and
state formula Φ, whether s |= Φ is validated or violated. In
standard CTL checking algorithm, Sat(Φ) is used to denote
the set of all states satisfying Φ and is computed recursively
based on the above-mentioned expansion laws (Deﬁnition
IV.1). However, in the CTL3 case, S \ Sat(Φ) does not
represent all states falsifying Φ due to the existence of the
third value ‘?’. Therefore we have to distinguish “true”(‘ ’),
“false”(‘⊥’) from “inconclusive”(‘?’) and explicitly identify
each truth value of Φ with
Sat (Φ) = {s | [s |= Φ] =

[L |= Φ] =

⇐⇒ C0 ∈ Sat (Φ)

[L |= Φ] = ⊥ ⇐⇒ C0 ∈ Sat⊥ (Φ)
where C0 denotes the unique initial CGS in lattice L.
The basic idea behind is the same with that of standard
CTL formulae checking, where the satisfaction sets for
all sub-formulae of Φ are computed recursively [21]. The
overall algorithm is sketched in Algorithm 1 where Sub(Φ)
is the set of all sub-formulae of Φ.
Algorithm 1 Online checking algorithm for CTL3
1: Upon each new CGS is constructed
2: for all i ≤ |Φ| do
3:
for all Ψ ∈ Sub(Φ) with |Ψ| = i do
4:
compute Sat (Φ), Sat⊥ (Φ), and Sat? (Φ)
5:
end for
6: end for

},

Sat⊥ (Φ) = {s | [s |= Φ] = ⊥},
and
Sat? (Φ) = {s | [s |= Φ] =?}.

The online checking algorithm for CTL3 modalities evaluates on the current state and update (not re-check) the
truth values of state formulae on older states. The update
stage consists of two backward propagation processes which
are intended to separate “true”(‘ ’) and “false”(‘⊥’) from
“inconclusive”(‘?’).
To better understand the checking algorithm, we take
the checking procedure of the modality ∃(Φ ∪ Ψ) as an

example.
 In the algorithm,we maintain
 Sat ∃(Φ ∪ Ψ) ,
∪ Ψ) , and Sat? ∃(Φ∪
∪ Ψ) which are mentioned
Sat⊥ ∃(Φ∪
above (Subsection IV-A). In addition, in order to achieve
online checking, we use Sat◦ (Φ ∪ Ψ) and Sat⊥◦ (Φ ∪ Ψ)
to denote the new states whose truth values changed from
“inconclusive”(‘?’) to “true”(‘ ’) or “false”(‘⊥’) respectively during the last update.
∪’ with two
Pseudo codes for checking the modality ‘∃∪
arguments Φ and Ψ are listed in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm
3. In the following, the arguments Φ and Ψ will be omitted
if they are clear from the context.

We use notations Post(s) and Post∗ (s) to represent the
set of direct successor states and the set of states that are
reachable from state s respectively. The notations Pre(s) and
Pre∗ (s) have analogous meanings.
Deﬁnition
of Sat(·) for CTL3
 IV.2 Characterization

∪
Sat ∃(Φ Ψ) is the smallest subset T ⊆ S satisfying
Sat (Ψ) ∪ {s ∈ Sat (Φ) | Post(s) ∩ T = ∅}
on the other
 hand, 
Sat⊥ ∃(Φ ∪ Ψ) is the largest set T ⊆ S satisfying
Sat (¬Φ ∧ ¬Ψ) ∪ {s ∈ Sat (Φ ∧ ¬Ψ) | Post(s) ⊆ T }
and, therefore,






∪ Ψ) = S \ Sat ∃(Φ∪
∪ Ψ) \ Sat⊥ ∃(Φ∪
∪ Ψ) .
Sat? ∃(Φ∪
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Algorithm 2 Checking algorithm for ∃(Φ ∪ Ψ) : (part 1)
1: E := Sat◦ (Ψ)
∪) := E
2: Sat◦ (∃∪
∪) := Sat (∃∪
∪) ∪ E
3: Sat (∃∪
4: while E = ∅ do
5:
let s ∈ E
6:
E := E \ {s}
∪) do
7:
for all s ∈ P re(s) ∧ s ∈ Sat? (∃∪
8:
if s ∈ Sat (Φ ∧ ¬Ψ) then
9:
E := E ∪ {s }
∪) := Sat (∃∪
∪) ∪ {s }
10:
Sat (∃∪
∪
∪
11:
Sat? (∃∪ ) := Sat? (∃∪ ) \ {s }
∪) := Sat◦ (∃∪
∪) ∪ {s }
12:
Sat◦ (∃∪
13:
end if
14:
end for
15: end while

Algorithm 3 Checking algorithm for ∃(Φ ∪ Ψ) : (part 2)
∪) := Sat◦ (¬Φ ∧ ¬Ψ))
1: Sat⊥◦ (∃∪
∪) := Sat⊥ (∃∪
∪) ∪ Sat◦ (¬Φ ∧ ¬Ψ)
2: Sat⊥ (∃∪
3: E := Sat◦ (¬Φ ∧ ¬Ψ)
4: T := Sat (Φ ∧ ¬Ψ)
5: while E = ∅ do
6:
let s ∈ E
7:
E := E \ {s}
∪) do
8:
for all s ∈ Pre(s) ∧ s ∈ Sat? (∃∪
9:
if s ∈ T then
10:
count[s ] := count[s ] − 1
11:
if count[s ] = 0 then
12:
T := T \ {s }
13:
E := E ∪ {s }
∪) := Sat? (∃∪
∪) \ {s }
14:
Sat? (∃∪
∪) := Sat⊥◦ (∃∪
∪) ∪ {s }
15:
Sat⊥◦ (∃∪
∪) := Sat⊥ (∃∪
∪) ∪ {s }
16:
Sat⊥ (∃∪
17:
end if
18:
end if
19:
end for
20: end while

Algorithm 2 which corresponds to the backward update
∪) is explained in detail:
process for Sat (∃∪
1) E is a set consisting of state s satisfying [s |= ∃(Φ ∪
Ψ)] =
during the current iteration of checking. E
is initialized as Sat◦ (Ψ). State s ∈ Sat◦ (Ψ) = E
∪’ trivially (as shown in Line 1 - Line 3).
satisﬁes ‘∃∪
2) The main iterative procedure of the backward update
∪) is implemented in the While
to compute Sat (∃∪
loop (as shown in Line 4 - Line 15). Note that the
procedure closely corresponds to the characterization
∪) in Deﬁnition IV.2.
of Sat (∃∪
Algorithm 3 which corresponds to the backward update
∪) is explained in detail:
process for Sat⊥ (∃∪
∪’ trivially.
1) State s ∈ Sat◦ (¬Φ ∧ ¬Ψ) falsiﬁes ‘∃∪
Thus, Sat◦ (¬Φ ∧ ¬Ψ) serves as initialization for
∪) and Sat⊥ (∃∪
∪). E contains any state s ∈
Sat⊥◦ (∃∪
Sat (¬Φ∧¬Ψ) which is not visited. It is initialized as
Sat◦ (¬Φ ∧ ¬Ψ). T contains any state s which may
∪’ and is needed to be checked further (as
falsify ‘∃∪
shown in Line 1 - Line 4).
2) The main iterative procedure of the backward update
∪) is implemented in the While
to compute Sat⊥ (∃∪
loop (as shown in Line 5 - Line 20). It corresponds
∪) in Deﬁnition IV.2.
to the characterization of Sat⊥ (∃∪
count[s] keeps track of the number of direct successors
of s not in E. It is used to test whether Post(s) ⊆ E
(as shown in Line 9 - Line 11) 2 . During the backward
process, states are iteratively removed from T , for
∪’.
which it has been established that they falsify ‘∃∪
Meanwhile, such states are inserted to E to enable the
possible removal of other states in T .
Taking the space for a single CGS as one unit, the worstcase space cost of lattice maintenance is O(pn ), where p is

the upper bound of number of local states of non-checker
processes, and n is the number of non-checker processes
which is usually not too large. The time
 complexity of
standard checking algorithm for CTL is O (|S| + |T |) · |Π|
[21], where |S| is the number of states of transition system
(in this paper, it is the space cost for lattice discussed
above), |T | is the number of transitions of transition system
(correspondingly, it is the number of edges of lattice),
and |Π| is the length of CTL formula Π. The worst-case
time
 complexity of our online checking algorithm is also
O (|S| + |T |) · |Π| . However, the cost of CTL3 checking
usually does not reach the worst-case upper bound. Please
refer to experimental evaluations in Section VI.
C. Checking CTL3 Formulae: an Illustrating Example
In order to illustrate the algorithm, we take modality ‘∀ ∪ ’
(which is used in the case study of Section V) as an example.
∪) and Sat⊥ (∀∪
∪).
We consider the update stages for Sat (∀∪
Consider the lattice structure given in Fig. 2 on which we
will check Φelder = ∀(Φ ∪ Ψ) based on 3-valued semantics
with “Φ = ¬sleep” and “Ψ = medicine”.
∪), Sat (Ψ) =
In the process of update for Sat (∀∪
Sat (medicine) = {1, 4, 8, 12, 6, 10, 13, 15}, and Sat (Φ∧
¬Ψ) = Sat (¬sleep ∧ ¬medicine) = {0, 2, 5, 3, 7, 11}.
Intuitively, we can make use of Sat (Ψ) to force the
∪’. Meanwhile, it is
states in Sat (Φ ∧ ¬Ψ) to satisfy ‘∀∪
important to note that the state s satisﬁes ∀(Φ ∪ Ψ), only
if all the ﬁnite paths from s satisfy Φ ∪ Ψ. Therefore, in
this example, Sat (Ψ) is not enough to draw conclusion
∪’. On the other
that states in Sat (Φ ∧ ¬Ψ) satisfy ‘∀∪
∪), Sat (¬Φ ∧ ¬Ψ) = Sat (sleep ∧
hand, for Sat⊥ (∀∪

2 The implementation detail related to online characteristic of algorithm
is omitted here.
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¬medicine) = {9, 14}, and Sat (Φ∧¬Ψ) = Sat (¬sleep∧
¬medicine) = {0, 2, 5, 3, 7, 11}. Intuitively, we can make
use of Sat (¬Φ∧¬Ψ) to prevent the states in Sat (Φ∧¬Ψ)
∪’.
from satisfying ‘∀∪

Figure 2.

B. Formal Speciﬁcation of the Temporal Property
To ensure that the elder never goes to bed before taking
medicine, we should always guarantee that “the elder should
not go to sleep until the medicine is taken”. Thus, Φelder =
∀(¬sleep ∪ medicine) should be evaluated to be “true” on
each state.
In the scenario, we decompose atomic propositions deﬁned on the CGSs into local predicates which can be detected on non-checker processes. Speciﬁcally, the application
is concerned of the following four local predicates:
(1)
(1)
• LP
= “ReaderBed detects the elder”
(2)
(2)
• LP
= “ReaderM ed detects the elder”
(3)
• LP
= “Action of the elder is lying down”
(4)
• LP
= “Action of the elder is pouring water”
Based on the local predicates, we can deﬁne atomic propositions sleep and medicine over CGSs:
(1)
• sleep = LP
∧ LP (3)
(2)
• medicine = LP
∧ LP (4)
Note that this example further illustrates the need for
adopting 3-valued semantics. Intuitively, the application
should raise an alarm only if the elder went to sleep before
medicine was taken. The application should eventually turn
itself off, when medicine was taken before sleep occurred,
and should return ‘?’ otherwise meaning that further observations are needed.

Illustration of checking Φelder = ∀(¬sleep ∪ medicine)

V. C ASE S TUDY
In this section, we conduct a case study to demonstrate
how the CTL3 speciﬁcation and checking algorithm facilitate
context-awareness in asynchronous PvC environment. We
keep investigating the elderly care scenario, in which an
elder should take the medicine before going bed. In this
scenario, an application is persistently aware of the elder’s
status and reminds him of taking medicine in time.
(1)
In our scenario, two RFID readers ReaderBed and
(2)
ReaderM ed are deployed to detect whether the elder is in the
bed or near the medicine box respectively. The elder carries a
smart phone, which serves as the sink node of the body-areanetwork and detects the elder’s activities (e.g.,“lying down”
or “pouring water into the glass”). Note that the smart phone
and the RFID readers do not necessarily have synchronized
clocks or shared memory.

VI. P ERFORMANCE M EASUREMENTS
In this section, we conduct experiments to demonstrate
the beneﬁts of specifying contextual properties in CTL3 , as
well as the cost-effectiveness of the CTL3 checking algorithm, in the elderly care scenario. The algorithm has been
implemented in one of our research projects - Middleware
Infrastructure for Predicate detection in Asynchronous environments (MIPA) [16], [23]. We ﬁrst describe the experiment
setup and then discuss the evaluation results.
A. Experiment Setup
We simulate the scenario discussed in the case study.
Speciﬁcally, sensors collect context data per minute. Duration of local contextual activities on non-checker processes
follows the Poisson distribution. The average duration of the
contextual activity is 25 minutes and the interval between
contextual activities is 5 minutes.
In the experiments, we mainly study whether the application is frequently encountered with the case of being inconclusive. We deﬁne the Probability of Occurrences of the
Third Value “inconclusive” P robinc . P robinc is calculated
Checkinc
as the ratio of N N
CheckLattice , where N CheckLattice denotes
the total number of checkings of contextual properties, and
N Checkinc denotes how many times the application is
encountered with the case of being inconclusive.
In addition, we study performance of the online checking
algorithm for CTL3 . The Response Time (time between one

A. Modeling of the Temporal Evolution of Environment State
Non-checker processes P (1) and P (2) are deployed on
(1)
(2)
ReaderBed and ReaderM ed respectively to track locations
of the elder persistently. Meanwhile, P (3) and P (4) are
deployed on the mobile phone to detect activities of the
elder. Thus the potentially inﬁnite computation produced by
(k) (k)
the non-checker processes is “s0 , s1 , · · · (k = 1, 2, 3, 4)”,
where the local states indicate locations or activities.
Non-checker processes send control messages among each
other to establish the happen-before relation. They also send
checking messages to Pche which collects local states with
logical timestamps from the non-checker processes and then
constructs the lattice at runtime [13], [16]. The lattice serves
as the basis for the online checking of speciﬁed properties.
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checking is triggered and the checking is ﬁnished) and Space
Cost (space for storage of the lattice, regarding one node in
lattice as one unit of storage) are investigated.
B. Necessity of 3-valued Semantics and Performance of
CTL3 Checking
In this experiment, we study the necessity of 3-valued
semantics. Speciﬁcally, we conduct the experiments 20 times
with each consisting of 100 times of property checkings. We
record the number of checkings which are involved with the
third value “inconclusive” during each experiment.
As shown in Fig. 3, on average, checkings involved with
the third value “inconclusive” makes up more than a third
of all the checkings. The situation in which the third value is
used means that the application will take wrong adaptations
if traditional boolean semantics is adopted. The experiment
shows that in PvC scenarios, we are often encountered with
the case of being inconclusive, which justiﬁes the adoption
of 3-valued semantics.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Space (taking one single CGS as one unit) vs. time

sufﬁciently discussed how formal speciﬁcation of contextual
properties is affected by the asynchrony. We argue that
the formal speciﬁcation for contextual properties should
adopt the notion of branching time, to capture the intrinsic
uncertainty resulting from the asynchrony.
In detection of global predicates over asynchronous computations, different types of predicates are proposed to
describe speciﬁc global state of the distributed system [24],
[25]. In [15], a uniﬁed predicate detection framework based
on CTL was proposed to describe temporal evolution of
global states of a distributed system. Classical CTL is deﬁned over inﬁnite traces of possible system state evolution.
However, in context-aware computing scenarios, the application is usually faced with ﬁnite preﬁx of the (potentially
inﬁnite) trace of the PvC environment state evolution. Meanwhile, formal speciﬁcation of temporal properties should
also provide convenient support to cover the case of being
inconclusive when only ﬁnite observations of global state
evolution are obtained.
In theoretical work on temporal logic, 3-valued semantics
is not novel [26], [27]. [26] deﬁned their 3-valued temporal
logic based on partial Kripke structure whose atomic propositions can have a third truth value “unknown”. However,
our 3-valued semantics arises from the ﬁnite observation
of system which is regarded as a traditional transition
system (or Kripke structure). Moreover, we present an online
checking algorithm for CTL3 which is quite different from
that in [26]. In addition, we focus on the challenges posed
by PvC scenarios, while [26], [27] had investigated the expressiveness of 3-valued models in the context of automatic
abstraction and model checking.

The third value “inconclusive” occurs frequently.

To study the performance of the algorithm, we keep a
successive record of 1000 times of checkings, take average
on space and time cost for every 50 times, and then study
the relation between space and time. As shown in Fig. 4,
time increases almost linearly in space. This guarantees that
the CTL3 checking algorithm can be efﬁciently applied in
PvC scenarios. Moreover, we can manipulate the lattice and
reduce the space cost at runtime. Thus, the CTL3 checking
algorithm can be integrated with online manipulation of the
lattice to further reduce the space and time cost.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Our work can be posed against two areas of related work:
context-aware computing and detection of global predicates
over asynchronous computations.
In the area of context-aware computing, many schemes
have been proposed for detection of contextual properties
[3]. Detection of the temporal properties is of great importance. However, it is challenged by the intrinsic asynchrony
in PvC environments [11], [12], [13]. Existing schemes
mainly focus on how to cope with the asynchrony. It is not

VIII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work, we study how to enable formal speciﬁcation
and runtime detection of temporal contextual properties
in asynchronous PvC environments. The CTL3 scheme is
proposed which i) inherits the notion of branching time from
classical CTL; ii) adopts 3-valued semantics to delineate
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the satisfaction of temporal properties over ﬁnite traces of
environment state evolution.
In our future work, we need to improve the scalability
of our proposed scheme. Speciﬁcally, the checking algorithm for CTL3 should be implemented more efﬁciently via
delicate data structures. The space cost can be reduced by
combining our algorithm with other techniques such as sliding widow. From a practical point of view, various tools still
need to be implemented, in order to apply the CTL3 scheme
in real context-aware computing environments. Moreover,
more comprehensive and realistic experimental evaluations
are also necessary.
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